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CAPTIVATING! assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in the 

contents on the Magazine.
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designed for educational purposes only. You should not rely on this 

information as a substitute for, nor does it replace professional medical 

advice, diagnosis, or treatment. If you have any concerns or questions 

about your health, you should always consult with a physician or other 

health-care professional.
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from your health-care professional because of something you may have 

read on the Service. The use of any information provided on the Service is 

solely at your own risk.
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EDITOR'S NOTE

Thanks to your feedback, in addition

to providing CAPTIVATING! in PDF

format, beginning with the April edition

we’ve also begun publishing each of

our articles in individual blog posts.

Since inclusion is a central theme

here at CAPTIVATING! it is our goal

to give our readers multiple options to

consume our content. We are also

excited to share that we are

incorporating an audio component in

each of our published articles. The

audio play will be located at the

beginning of each blog post.

 

In the month of May there are a

number of important awareness

efforts: 

 

Chelsea and I had a great

conversation during our video

interview with our featured guest,

Sunny Brous who is living with ALS.

While many people are familiar with

ALS because of Lou Gehrig, we were

surprised to learn it’s not only

considered a rare disease but how it

is acquired is still unknown. In August

of 2019 it will be the 5 year

anniversary of the ALS Ice Bucket

Challenge.

 

Our talented staff writers will cover a

variety of topics from mobility

awareness, and mental health to a

review on two new television series

and a visit to sensory gardens and

more.

 

As always we hope you enjoy this

issue of CAPTIVATING! Magazine.

We invite you to submit questions,

articles, and ideas to

editor@captivatingmagazine.com or

through our website at

www.captivatingmagazine.com.

CAPTIVATING! "The
power and possibilities of
inclusion are limitless"
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#ALSAwareness

Asian American & Pacific Islander

Heritage Month

Cystic Fibrosis Awareness

Healthy Vision Month

Lupus Awareness

Lyme Disease Awareness

Mental Health Awareness

Mobility Awareness

National Military Appreciation

Pediatric Stroke Awareness

Stroke Awareness

World Asthma Day 7th

Red Cross week 5th-11th

Deaf Awareness Week 6th-12th

Mental health week 13-19th

National epilepsy week 20th-26th

World Multiple Sclerosis

Awareness Day May 30th

mailto:editor@captivatingmagazine.com
http://www.captivatingmagazine.com


Photo: a professional profile photo of Chelsea smiling and looking forward with her
makeup on, long black hair with copper and caramel highlights, wearing a black silk
top with slits on the sleeves and a silver necklace with a circle pendant in the center.

CAPTIVATING! Co-Founder

ASK
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Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate.

Our deepest fear is that we are powerful beyond

measure. It is our light, not our darkness, that most

frightens us. Your playing small does not serve the

world. There is nothing enlightened about

shrinking so that other people won't feel insecure

around you. We are all meant to shine as children

do. It's not just in some of us; it is in everyone. And

as we let our own lights shine, we unconsciously

give other people permission to do the same. As

we are liberated from our own fear, our presence

automatically liberates others.

Marianne Williamson

1. What is your favorite thing
about your career? 
 
Empowering my students by
teaching them something new and
seeing the light bulb moment go off
in their minds! 
 
2. How many languages do you
speak? 
 
Three: Vietnamese, English and
French 
 
3. If you could hire someone to
help you, would it be with
cleaning, cooking, or yard
work?
 
Yard work because I really don’t
enjoy doing yard work.

CHELSEA 
NGUYEN

Chelsea's Favorite Quote



1. What would you change
about yourself if you could?
 
If I could change something about
myself it would be to be more
adventurous. 
 
2. What motivates you to work
hard?
 
Social justice and the desire to
make a positive change in the
world.
 
3. List two pet peeves.
 
1) Junk mail
2) People who do not scoop their
pet's waste

CAPTIVATING! Co-Founder

ASK
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Photo: Stephanae McCoy is smiling and looking straight at the reader of the
magazine. She is wearing a rich red lipstick, black eyeliner and very soft natural
makeup. Her rich brown hair is short and stylish and accented with golden copper
highlights. She is also wearing a professional black jacket and accessorizing it with
a silver chained necklace.

Do not go where

the path may lead,

go instead where

there is no path

and leave a trail. 

~Ralph Waldo Emerson

STEPHANAE 
MCCOY

Stephanae's Favorite Quote



After 18 months, numerous
specialists, and countless tests,
Sunny Brous was diagnosed with
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, also
known as ALS or Lou Gehrig’s
disease. It seems inconceivable
that something as insignificant as a
twitching ring finger could end with
such devastating results. However
for Sunny, who was 27 at the time
of her diagnosis, living with ALS
became her reality.

ALS | No Apologies, No
Excuses, No Regrets

Ironically, the motivation that drove
Sunny to her doctor wasn’t the
tremor in her finger but pain from a
pinched nerve in her back. Since
she was in the right age and gender
demographics for multiple
sclerosis,Sunny’s doctor ordered a
CAT scan to rule this out. The
search for answers eventually led
Sunny to an interesting
conversation with a pain
management spine specialist. His 

question to her was simple: “why
did you come to get injections in
your spine?” This appointment
ended with Sunny being referred
back to her general practitioner.
 
Starting over from the mindset that
her condition was autoimmune,
Sunny’s doctor made a referral to a
neurologist. The neurologist
narrowed it down to ALS or
something that mimics ALS and 

while Sunny would again be
referred to someone else this time it
would be different. 
 
In December 2014, she met with
Dr. Philip at Texas Neurology in
Dallas. On January 20, 2015, about
two weeks before her 28th birthday,
and all alone at her appointment,
Sunny received the earth-shattering
diagnosis of ALS.

I WAS ALONE IN
THAT ROOM AT 27
BEING TOLD I
HAVE A TERMINAL,
LIFE-ALTERING,
CONDITION.

IT IS A DISEASE THAT IS ABSOLUTE TORTURE FOR THE PERSON GOING THROUGH IT AND FOR
FAMILY AND FRIENDS WHO HAVE TO SACRIFICE THEIR ROLE AS A LOVED ONE AND STEP INTO THE
ROLE OF CAREGIVER. ~SUNNY BROUS
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An interview with Sunny Brous by Chelsea Nguyen & Stephanae McCoy



order it for you and it should be in
by tomorrow” and I just started
crying. And she was like “I’m so
sorry, this happens sometimes, this
isn’t a common drug,” and I was like
no, no, no, no, these are tears of
joy that this disease isn’t so
common that that medication is in
stock like this isn’t something you
just keep on the counter for just in
case.
 
After listening to Sunny explain
everything she went through to
obtain her diagnosis, we asked her
exactly what is ALS and what does
it do to a person affected by it?

Sunny told us that the disease is a
malnourishment of the muscles
which causes them to harden. The
way it begins is either limb onset
meaning it starts in your hands or
your legs or bulbar onset which
means it starts in your mouth or
your throat. 
 
ALS only affects a person’s
voluntary muscles and the way
Sunny explained it “even though
you don’t have to tell yourself to
breathe you can stop yourself from
breathing so it’s considered a
voluntary muscle.” As the 

connections from the brain to the
muscles are broken down, the
muscles begin to atrophy because
they’re not getting used. Eventually
the muscles waste away as the
disease continues moving
throughout the body. Since the
body is moving into a permanent
state of paralysis a person begins
to develop respiratory related
issues. As ALS progresses the
ability to swallow and even to fully
extend the diaphragm are
decreased. The likelihood of
developing pneumonia or getting to
the point where you aren’t taking in
enough oxygen to offset your output
essentially means drowning in
carbon dioxide.
 
Despite Sunny's prognosis, like her
name, she is a beautiful and vibrant
woman who works hard to increase
awareness of ALS as its research is
severely underfunded. It should be
noted that there is no known cause
for this disease and it can happen
to anyone at any given point in their
lives. To learn more about Sunny's
story you can watch our interview at
this link.
 
To connect with Sunny you can
follow her blog at
www.sunnystrong.com.
 
Image Descriptions: Cover - Like
her name, Sunny is beaming with a
beautiful smile, posed standing
near a pool at her in-laws home.
She’s wearing a lavender long-
sleeved top with a crew neck. Her
shoulder-length hair has golden
highlights. Page 8 - Identical to
cover image. Page 9 - An outdoor
shot of Sunny and her husband
wearing the Sunny Strong.com t-
shirts with an image of a sunflower
on them. There is an ALS red
banner behind them.
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After delivering the blow that would
change the course of Sunny’s life,
the Dr. Philip asked her three
questions:

Do you want to participate in
clinical trials? 
Do you want to seek a second
opinion? 
Do you want to go on riluzole?
(which at the time was the only
FDA approved drug to slow the
progression of ALS)

 
Sunny answered yes to all three
questions but she wanted to know
why—if there was an FDA
approved drug on the market—
wouldn’t people choose this option.
Dr. Koa explained that because of
the cost of the medication and the
short life expectancy, many people
chose to invest their remaining time
and money in their families.
 
Thankfully for Sunny, her insurance
covered the mediation and it only
cost her a $10 co-pay. Even so, we
were struck by Sunny's amazing
compassion when she went to drop
off her prescription in this scenario
told in her own words:
 
I went to Walgreens dropped off the
prescription and the pharmacy tech
said “I’m sorry but we don’t have
this medicine in stock but I can 

“The doctor said in

most cases the day

you get diagnosed is

the healthiest you’ll

ever be again

because it’s a

guaranteed decline

and always fatal.”

http://www.sunnystrong.com


organization can nationally fund amazing research initiatives and
help scientists make breakthroughs for treatments and potential
cures for ALS. At the same time they're able to focus locally by
helping patients through opening clinics to make sure their care
is accessible. The clinics then have clinical trials which lead to
further scientific breakthroughs.
 
The multidisciplinary clinics across the state of Texas, Increases
the quality of care the patient receives as the patient's healthcare
team are in the same building. This saves the patient's time,
energy, and all the medical professionals are talking with one
another. 

LEARNING MORE 
ABOUT ALS

I N T E R V I E W  W I T H  

A L S  A S S O C I A T I O N  O F  T E X A S

WHAT WE LEARNED

There is no cure for this devastating disease and in comparison

with other diseases, is severely underfunded.

About 10% of ALS cases are hereditary and the other 90% are

sporadic.

Athletes and military veterans are twice as likely to get ALS .

ALS is a very expensive disease. As the patient loses the ability to

walk and eat they have to purchase equipment just to make the

day to day life livable.

The organization runs an equipment loan closet which contains

iems like wheelchairs, speech devices, and more.

Catherine and Jon shared so much information we will be able to in

turn share it with you throughout the month of May and during the

5 year anniversary of the Ice Bucket Challenge in August.

Jon oversees the ALS walks and logistics
for events in Houston and noncorporate
fundraising. After hearing the ALS stories
of people from across the nation, this has
motivated Jon do all he can to help end
this disease.

Regional Development Manager
JON BUMANN

Catherine began her career in nonprofits
with a focus on digital marketing. While
having no personal connection to ALS,
she was inspired by the work of the ALS
Association and the impact they are
having on the community.

Sr. Director of Community Engagement
CATHERINE NODURFT

THE ORGANIZATION
The ALS National Organization is broken
out into individual chapters. Like the other
chapters, the ALS Association of Texas is
its own nonprofit that works very closely
with the national organization to ensure
their efforts are coordinated. Catherine
told us she is always inspired by how the
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Headshot of Catherine smiling

Headshot of Jon smiling

ALS Team event with a group of people dressed in red & white tees.

ALS Team with a group of people dressed in maroon & white tees.



   
 

   
 

 

About the ALS Association of Texas 

What is ALS? 

ALS is a disease that affects nerve cells in the brain and spinal cord. Eventually, people with ALS lose the 

ability to move their muscles, which often leads to total paralysis. The average life expectancy of a 

person diagnosed with ALS is 2-5 years. The few treatments available only slow progression, and there is 

no cure for ALS. 

Our Mission 

The ALS Association and the Texas Chapter operate under a shared mission: To discover treatments and 

a cure for ALS, and to serve, advocate for, and empower people affected by ALS to live their lives to the 

fullest. 

Our Vision 

To create a world without ALS. 

The ALS Association of Texas – What We Do 

The ALS Association is the only nonprofit completely dedicated to fighting ALS. The Texas Chapter 

focuses our resources on helping patients across the state by addressing the entire ALS ecosystem: 

providing local care to support patients who need help now, advocating for public policy that serves the 

needs of patients, and investing in research to find treatments and, ultimately, a cure. 

Our Programs 

ALS is a devastating disease — physically, emotionally, financially and logistically. Our goal is to alleviate 

as much of a family’s burden as we can, through programs such as: 

1. ALS Association Certified Treatment Centers and Clinics  

2. Consultation and Referral  

3. ALS Support Groups 

4. Equipment Loan Bank  

5. Veterans Medical Benefits Referral Service 

6. ALS Community Education 

7. Navigating ALS Tool 

8. The “Living with ALS” Series 

9. Bereavement Support 

 



   
 

2 

Research  

The ALS Association has long been the leader in funding ALS research across the globe. Because there is 

no cure for ALS, this research is a crucial component of our mission, and has resulted in some significant 

breakthroughs in understanding, treating, and potentially curing this disease. Our approach is global – 

the world is our lab – enabling us to fund the top ALS researchers worldwide and ensure that the most 

promising research continues to be supported. 

Advocacy 

The ALS Association is at the forefront of public policy, working to improve the lives of people living with 

ALS and their caregivers. Our priorities include: 

1. Passing the ALS Disability Act to waive the five-month waiting period for patients with ALS 

before receiving benefits under Social Security Disability Insurance 

2. Increasing funding for research efforts 

3. Improving benefits for military veterans diagnosed with ALS. 

Every year, a group of ALS Texas staff members, ALS patients, caregivers, and supporters travel to 

Washington, D.C. to call on our elected officials as part of the National ALS Advocacy Day. 

 

To learn more or get involved, visit www.alstexas.org.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.alstexas.org/


WHAT IS ALS?

ALSA.org  The ALS Association Core Values: COMPASSION - INTEGRITY - URGENCY

• ALS is often diagnosed by 
ruling out other diseases, 
which may take months 
or years

• ALS affects veterans who 
served in peacetime and war

• ALS impacts veterans, 
regardless of the branch 
of service or the war 
they served in

Progressive loss 
of muscle control

Difficult to diagnose

Veterans are 2x as 
likely to get ALS

ALS gradually prohibits 
the ability to:

• Grasp objects
• Move
• Breathe

• Speak
• Swallow
• Walk

ALS IS A PROGRESSIVE 
NEURODEGENERATIVE DISEASE 
THAT AFFECTS NERVE CELLS IN 
THE BRAIN AND SPINAL CORD.

Nervous
System

ALS kills motor
neurons, causing
muscles to weaken

Healthy motor

muscles to contract

Motor
Neuron
(a type of
nerve cell)

Dead
Motor
Neuron

Muscle

FACTS ABOUT ALS

SYMPTOMS

DIAGNOSIS

MILITARY

5,0
00

+

10%people are 
diagnosed 
per year

10% of cases are inherited 
through a mutated gene

is the estimated 
out-of-pocket 
cost for caring for 
a person with ALS

90%average life expectancy
is the

Every
someone is diagnosed and 
someone passes away

90 MINUTES

4 DRUGS$250,000

$2 BILLION

NO CURE

of cases 
occur without 
family history

Only

are currently approved by the 
U.S. FDA to treat ALS (Riluzole, 
Nuedexta, Radicava, and Tiglutik)

is the estimated cost to 
develop a drug to slow or 
stop the progression of ALS

There is for ALS

You can help change the facts by 
donating to The ALS Association.

    ALS usually strikes people between the ages of 
40 and 70, and approximately 20,000 people in the 
U.S. have the disease at any given time. 
    Although there is not yet a cure or treatment that 
halts ALS, scientists we fund through our global 
research program have made significant progress in 
understanding what causes ALS. But their work is 
not done. Together, we work toward a cure.



THANK YOU
FOR YOUR
SERVICE

From CAPTIVATING!

May is National

Military Appreciation Month!

We know our freedom isn't free

Air Force | Army | Coast Guard | Marine Corps. | Navy 
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Image Description: American flag is the header image and the 5 Armed Forces icons are a watermark behind the text.



PEOPLE, 
CHAIRS, 
AND WISDOM

A newbie to life on wheels, he had his world under control
that afternoon. In a narrow hallway, he was approaching the
exit when a man emerged from the nethermost region
behind his chair, grabbed the handles, lifted the chair up,
and spun him around. “That’s better,” as he went out the
door. Great. How do I open the door?
 
Never again did my wheelchairs have handles that anyone
can grab. They fold down nicely out of harm’s way. That’s
not all I’ve learned over decades of rolling.
 
As part of Mobility Awareness Month let’s take a
lighthearted look at personal boundaries, types of

wheelchairs you encounter, wheelchair vs scooter, and how
to bind someone to a wheelchair. 
 
I cannot imagine that anyone reading CAPTIVATING!
would ever do what the man did to me. So just sit back and
smile as I share a few of my personal encounters in the
Twilight Zone of wheeling.

BY GEORGE RECTOR

She approaches from the back. Did you know that a
person using a wheelchair has absolutely no vision of
what is behind them? She puts her hands over your
eyes, and says, “Guess who.” I’m startled and my
glasses are now smeared. It is the counterpart of asking
a person who is blind, “Do you know who I am?” Have
you ever said, “No, and I don’t care?” 
As he stands beside me, he rests his hand on the back
of my chair. I am not a sofa. My wheelchair is a
prosthetic body that substitutes for a back and legs that
don’t work. And that ubiquitous little chair back is what is
supporting my vertebrae and is keeping my balance.
Three or four people are talking. They are standing
up.“I’m way down here, y’all.” Can you please look down
sometimes or sit down if possible? Thank you, kindly.
We’ve all had this one. “And what would he like to
drink?” Ask that, and my wife will reply, “How should I
know? Why don’t you ask him?” 
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Meet Chrome Clunker, which
is often heavy gauge
aluminum painted black and
might not actually be chrome
anymore. This monster
weighs in at 40-60 lbs. (19-27
kg). They are the darling of
insurance companies and
often make their appearance
in medical type settings. My
first chair weighed 65 lbs.
Thumbs down on that.
Full-time users need the
custom chairs. These are 

smaller. Much lighter! If you look
closely you’ll notice the wheels
are bicycle wheels and tires, and
are cambered in about 4 degrees
at the top. The very first one was
made of bicycle parts. Every
aspect of these beauties is
custom, even the distance
between the wheel rims and the
frame. They are made of carbon
fiber, titanium, or lightweight
aluminum alloy. I have titanium
now, and my chair weighs 16
pounds. From 65 lbs to 16 lbs.  

May Is Mobility Awareness Month
Wheelchairs come in all shapes, sizes, and colors.
There are push rims and electric motors, carbon fiber
beauties and chrome clunkers, titanium and aluminum.
I thought you’d like a brief look into Who’s Who.

Scooters, WheelChairs & Grandaddy Barndollar

Think of the difference this makes in
my life. More importantly, in my wife’s
life! It is less for her to lift and gives me
energy that I can use to help around
the house. 
• Power chairs are just that. Electric
motors. Heavy. They range from mail
order to custom. The price can vary
from a rundown Fiat to a new BMW.
And the pricey ones are not all that
rare, I might add.

Scooters, or mobility scooters, depending on

where you live, are the bane of wheelchair users.

We often get lumped into the
same category, but the
difference is mind-boggling. The
keynote speaker at a Multiple
Sclerosis seminar described the
difference this way. “If you can
walk, the scooter might be right
for you. If you cannot walk, your
life will be better with a
wheelchair.”
 
How do you bind someone to a
wheelchair? My Grandaddy
Barndollar, back in Polk
Township, Indiana, says that the
best way to make someone
wheelchair bound is to use duct 

tape. He says rope is old
fashioned.
 
We still read in the press about
someone being “wheelchair
bound.” “Confined to a
wheelchair” is another of their
favorites. When people hear and
read this, the stereotype lives on.
I was over at a local theme park
a few days ago. I saw several
others using wheelchairs, and
not one had been tied up with
duct tape. Nor rope. Nor string.
We were eating pizza or
indulging in a delicious cupcake
exactly like everyone else. 
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Mobility Awareness Month was
started by the National Mobility
Dealers Association (NMEDA) in
2001. I was pleased to see that
the State of Florida has
mentioned it on their website and
now includes “wheelchairs,
scooters, canes, and prosthetic
devices.” Inclusion is growing.

Maybe somewhere along the
line, we broke free of the duct
tape and are no longer bound or
confined. Now, how do we
convince the press? 
 
Another bit of Grandaddy
Barndollar’s wisdom is that the
basic thing we need to know
about life is that people are
people. We are not our
wheelchairs or canes or space-
age prosthetics, just nice people
living life a bit differently. Enjoy
your life to the fullest, however
you choose to do it. 

If you can walk, the
scooter might be

right for you. If you
cannot walk, your
life will be better

with a wheelchair.

who might starve if relying on these for a
living. He’s also a contributor/consultant
for CAPTIVATING!

About the Author:
George Rector of Popping
Wheelies is a Husband,
father, MS, peer support
volunteer,paraplegic.
Photographer and writer
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Page 12 - 1) (upper left
corner) George is sitting on a
park bench. His left leg is in
the seat of his wheelchair,
and his right leg is on the
chair’s footrest. He has
reddish-blond hair,
sunglasses, a green shirt,
white shorts, and a camera
around his neck.
2) (upper right corner) Close
up of a Titanium, custom
wheelchair. It has padded
cushion and backrest, very
small front wheels, carbon
fiber wheels and hubs, 

3) (under the photo in the
upper right corner) Close up
of a custom, carbon fiber
wheel. It has red spokes,
narrow tires, and a titanium
handrim.
Page 13 (lower right corner)
George is sitting in a state-of-
the-art power wheelchair. The
chair has smaller wheels in
the front, larger in the back.
There are armrests and a soft
cushion. He has windblown,
reddish-blond hair,
sunglasses, a white polo shirt,
jeans, and blue converse
shoes. In the background is a
fountain.
Page 14 (small circular author
photo) The same photo as on
page 12.

Image Descriptions: 

red spokes, and red trim on the
frame.

I am not a sofa. My
wheelchair is a prosthetic

body that substitutes 
for a back and legs 

that don’t work.

https://poppingwheelies.wordpress.com


MAY IS MENTAL
HEALTH AWARENESS
MONTH

Take time to think about your mental health. Mental
health is just as important as your physical health.
CAPTIVATING! Magazine wants to take this
opportunity to reach out to our readers and remind
you that if you are feeling lost and hopeless,
reaching out for help is not a sign of weakness but
strength. There are people who care about you and
want to hear from you. Let your friends and family
know how you feel. Let your healthcare team know
how you feel so they can help. If you are having
thoughts of hurting yourself or are experiencing
emotional distress, call the national suicide hotline
at 1-800-273-8255. You can get free and
confidential emotional support 24 hours/day, 7
days/week. Veterans can get Veteran specific
assistance by pressing 1 after they call. Deaf, Hard
of Hearing or those who have hearing loss can
connect with video relay and voice/caption using
the same number. You can contact TTY at 800-
799-4889. You can also chat online at this link.

BY STACY FLYNN
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WE ALSO WANT TO TAKE
THIS OPPORTUNITY TO

THANK ALL THE MENTAL
HEALTH PROVIDERS 

OUT THERE WHO HELP 
US EACH DAY TO

IMPROVE OUR LIVES.

http://suicidepreventionlifeline.org/chat/


Who are Mental Health
Providers?
 
Psychiatrist: Licensed medical
doctor who has trained in
psychiatry. They can diagnose
mental health conditions. They
can prescribe medications and
monitor them as well as provide
therapy. They may specialize in
certain areas of care such as
pediatrics, geriatrics or dementia
care.
Clinical Psychologist: Have a
doctoral degree such as PhD or
Psy.D in clinical psychology or
related specialty field such as
counseling. They can diagnose
mental health conditions and
provide therapy. They can
specialize in many areas such as
schools and may specialize in
certain types of care such as
cognitive behavior therapy
(CBT).
Clinical Social Worker: Have a
masters degree in social work.
They are trained to evaluate a
person’s mental health but not
diagnose. They can provide
therapeutic interventions to
improve mental health but they
do not provide therapy.
Licensed Professional
Counselor: Have a masters
degree in psychology
or psychology specialty. They
are trained to evaluate a
person’s mental health and
provide therapeutic interventions
to improve mental health and
decrease symptoms.
Mental Health Counselor: Have
a masters degree in psychology
or psychology specialty. They
are trained to evaluate a
person’s mental health and
provide therapeutic interventions
to improve mental health and
decrease symptoms.

Marital and Family Therapist:
Have a masters degree in
psychology or marital and family
therapy psychology. They are
trained to evaluate a person’s
mental health and provide
therapeutic interventions to
improve mental health
and decrease symptoms.
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Counselor: Have a masters
degree in psychology or alcohol
and drug abuse psychology.
They are trained to evaluate a
person’s mental health and
provide therapeutic interventions
to improve mental health and
decrease symptoms.
Psychiatric or Mental Health
Nurse Practitioner: They have a
masters or PhD in nursing. They
can diagnose mental conditions
and provide treatment. They can
provide medications in some
states. decrease symptoms.
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Counselor: Have a masters
degree in psychology or alcohol
and drug abuse psychology.
They are trained to evaluated a
person’s mental health and
provide therapeutic interventions
to improve mental health and
decrease symptoms.
Psychiatric or Mental Health
Nurse Practitioner: They have a
masters or PhD in nursing. They
can diagnose mental conditions
and provide treatment. They can
provide medications in some
states.
Nurse Psychotherapist: They
have a masters or PhD in
nursing. They can diagnose
mental health conditions and
provide psychotherapy.
Pastoral Counselor: Pastoral
counselors are clergy members
with training in clinical pastoral
education. They are trained to

diagnose and provide counseling.
Pastoral counselors are members
of the Association of Pastoral
Counselors (AAPC) and can have
equivalents to a doctorate in
counseling.
Peer Specialist: This is a person
who has real life experience living
with a mental health condition or
addiction. They have usually
gone through training and are
licensed or certified to act as a
support system for those with
similar issues. They can offer
support and guidance.
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Dachshund. For most of her Physical
Therapy career she worked at the
VA Hospital in Houston and loved
working with the Veteran population.
She is the author of Experiencing
Life After Limb Loss: A Guide for
Patients and Families which can be
found on Amazon. She currently
works as Adjunct Faculty at Texas
Woman’s University and has her
own consulting company Serenity
Physical Therapy Education &
Consulting. You can contact Dr.
Flynn with questions or comments at
SerenityPTEC@gmail.com.
 
Image Descriptions: 
Page 15 Header image is Scrabble
game pieces that spell out 'Mental
Health.' Smaller image on the left
margin is an illustration of a brain
lifting barbells. The third image
under the brain is a black silhouette
of a seated patient and counselor
talking. Page 16 Professional
headshot of Stacy's author bio
photo.

About the Author:
Stacy Flynn, PT,
DPT, CWS lives in
Houston, TX with her
2 ferrets and her

mailto:SerenityPTEC@gmail.com


What Are 
the Signs 

of a Stroke?

Are you at risk for a Stroke?

Medical Risk Factors
High Blood Pressure is the #1 risk
factor for a stroke. Blood pressure is
a measure of how hard your heart is
working to pump blood to your body.
Having high blood pressure causes
stress on your blood vessels in your
brain which can cause damage
leading to a stroke. Keeping your
blood pressure close to 120/80
significantly decreases your risk. A-
Fib (a-fibrillation) is when the 2
chambers in the top of your heart
beat too fast and/or irregularly. When
the beating is irregular blood can
pool in the heart and form a clot. If
the clot moves from the heart to the
brain it can cause a stroke. This is
why if you have been diagnosed with
a-fib your doctor may give you a
medication called a blood thinner or
anticoagulant. This medication
prevents the clot from forming.
Cholesterol is a fatty substance in

the blood. It can be made by the
body or be found in food. Too much
cholesterol can clog the blood
vessels and decrease blood flow to
the brain causing a stroke. Total
cholesterol levels under 200 are
recommended. You can help
decrease blood pressure and
cholesterol with proper diet, physical
activity and medication. Talk to your
doctor about getting help if you need
it.
 
Personal Risk Factors
Smoking doubles the risk of stroke
when compared to a nonsmoker.
Smoking increases clot formation,
thickens the blood and increases the
amount of plaque buildup in the
arteries. If you smoke, try as hard as
possible to stop. If you have tried to
quit before don’t give up! Eating a
healthy diet and exercising regularly 

can significantly decrease your risk
of a stroke.
 
Some things you can’t control…
After the age of 55, stroke risk
doubles for every decade a person is
alive.  Women experience more
strokes each year than men
(because women live longer)  but
stroke incidence is higher in men at
younger ages. African Americans,
Hispanics and Asian/Pacific
Islanders have a higher risk of
stroke. A family history of a stroke,
personal history of a Transient
Ischemic Attack (TIA) or previous
stroke also increases your risk. You
cannot change these risk factors so
focus on the things you can change-
eat healthy, stay active and take
medications to help manage other
medical issues.

MAY IS 
STROKE AWARENESS MONTH

F
A
S
T

ace:
rms:
peech:
ime:

Ask the person to smile.  Does one side of their face droop?

Ask the person to raise both arms. Does one arm drift downward?

Ask the person to repeat a simple phrase. Is their speech slurred
or strange?

If you observe any of these signs, call 9-1-1 immediately.

Certain things can make you more at risk for having a stroke. We will talk about many
of them and how you can decrease your risk.
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INTERVIEW BY REV. REBECCA L. HOLLAND

HOW WRITING
HELPED ME TO
EXPLORE MY
FILIPINO-AMERICAN
HERITAGE

I was in my junior year of college when I
experienced an encounter with racism that will stick
with me for the rest of my life. One of my
classmates took my journal and read it without my
permission. When I demanded that he return it to
me, he responded, “I don't see how you think you
can be writer when you don't even speak English."
 
"What do you mean?” I replied. "I'm an English
major!”
 
“English isn't your first language. Although, I have
to admit, you speak it surprisingly well for
someone who's not even an American."
 
“I was born in Virginia! English is the only language
I speak!"
 
"That doesn't matter," he said as he looked directly
into my eyes. "It's not your language. Your
language is- what is it they speak wherever
you're from?"
 
"My Dad was from the Philippines. They speak
Tagalog or Cebuano," I replied flatly.
 
"Yeah - that. And you don't even speak that. How
can you call yourself a writer when you don’t even
speak your own language?”
 
Although that hurtful encounter lasted only a few
moments, it taught me an important lesson:
Sometimes, no matter how much you try to reason
with people, they will always see you as different.
 
Even so, being different isn’t necessarily a bad
thing. I’ve learned that what makes me different is
also part of what makes me special and gives me
such a unique voice as a writer. Today, I am proud

B.S. English Ed.  & M.Div.



to call myself a visually
impaired, Filipino-American
writer.
 
I Am Proud to Be a Visually
Impaired, Filipino-American
Writer 
In December of 2018, my
chapbook Through My Good
Eye: A Memoir in Verse was
published. The tagline for the
chapbook reads, “Poems from a
Half-Blind, Half-Filipino, Whole
Hearted Preacher Lady.” The
small collection includes honest
poems in which I earnestly
explore the joys, as well as the
struggles, of being half-white
and half-Filipino. The collection
also explores what it is like to
experience life as a woman with
low vision.
 
I donated all of the profits
earned from my first book to the
ministry of Christ Community
United Methodist Church and it
was a great fundraiser for us.
The local paper did a story on
my book and for a short time
Through My Good Eye reached
the number three sales rank in
its Amazon category. 
 
The positive reception that small
chapbook received gave me the
courage I needed in order to
continue to share my voice with
the world. It felt so affirming to
know that my struggles and my
experiences resonated with so
many people around the world. I
even sold a digital copy to a
reader in the UK and another in
Antigua! Since then, my poems
and articles have been accepted
for publication in both online and
print magazines.
 
My Debut Novel Has a Filipino
Hero

I’m excited to use my voice to
help to create more diverse
spaces for all people. The
stories we tell are important.
Stories shape the way view
ourselves and the world around.
It is my hope that my words will
help to inspire others to share
their stories.
 
Some Fun Facts
About Cinnamon Rolls &
Running Shoes
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Perhaps the most exciting
moment of my writing career came
in April of 2019, when my debut
novel, Cinnamon Rolls and
Running Shoes, was accepted for
publication by Channillo. Channillo
is a publisher that specializes in
serialized writing. They publish
fiction, nonfiction, poetry, and
recipes. Essentially, Channillo is
Netflix for books.
 
Cinnamon Rolls & Running
Shoes is a romantic comedy and a
sugary sweet inspirational
romance. The first chapter
of Cinnamon Rolls and Running
Shoes was released on Sunday,
April 28th. New chapters will be
released on the first and fifteenth
of every month. The paperback
of Cinnamon Rolls & Running
Shoes is scheduled to be released
in 2020.
 
Charles Dickens, Herman Melville,
and Alexandre Dumas were all
published in serial form. I'm happy
to say that now I am as well!
 
Diversity in Literature: The Goal
of Cinnamon Rolls & Running
Shoes
For ages, I have complained
about the lack of diversity in
literature. I have had a soft spot
for romance novels since I was
twelve years old; however, I am
often frustrated because I rarely
see myself or people like me
depicted in books or movies.
 
Growing up, I thought that I was
unattractive because there were
no visually impaired Disney
princesses, curvy girls were
always reduced to the best friend
role, and I never once saw a hero
or heroine who was half-Flipino.
 
Now, it’s my turn to tell the story.

Cinnamon Rolls & Running
Shoes is a story about how
love conquers all. In this
story, love conquers racism,
low self-esteem, and
classism. Also, along the
way, there are lots of tasty
treats!
The hero is Filipino and the
heroine is full figured. People
of all shapes and sizes
deserve love!
The heroine's sister is named
Hope and she is blind. I'm
always searching for good
representations of
characters who are blind in
literature. This is my attempt
to represent disability
accurately, as my friends and
I have experienced. In the
sequel, Hope gets her own
chance at love!

 
Cinnamon Rolls & Running
Shoes: Synopsis
 
Faith only wants Lance to
notice her.
Faith  has loved Lance from afar
since high school, but Lance
has never spared her so much
as a second glance. Lance
doesn't date full figured women.
 
Alex has loved Faith since
they were children- but will  



 

 

is full of many bright colors. It
shows a cute smiling cartoon
waitress carrying a cinnamon roll
and wearing running shoes. Art by
Kade Fisher and cover design by
Austin Rodgers.
Page 20 (top right) - Rebecca
wears a red coat and poses
outside a restaurant at Niagara
Falls her father, aunt, and little
brother. Rebecca is half-Filipino
and half white.
Page 20 (under Rebecca's family
photo) The cover of Rebecca's
book Through My Good Eye: A
Memoir in Verse is green with a
butterfly on the front. The butterfly
is a symbol of rebirth and
transformation.
Page 20 circular author bio photo
of Rebecca wearing her clergy
collar.

she ever see him as more
than her nerdy best friend?
When Faith decides to lose
weight by entering the Annual
Lovely Marathon, she is certain
that she will finally catch
Lance's eye. Alex, her asthmatic
childhood best friend, reluctantly
agrees to help; however, he
fears that each mile Faith runs
is taking her farther away from
him.
 
Can Faith overcome her love
of Cinnamon Rolls and stick
to marathon training? 
Faith and Alex have never quite
belonged in their idyllic small
town of Lovely, Pennsylvania.
Faith was always mocked for
her full figure and Alex, who was
adopted from the Philippines,
has always felt different from his
very white classmates.
 
Will Alex and Faith learn that
in the end, you can't run from
love? 
 
Cinnamon Rolls & Running
Shoes!
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About the Author:
Rebecca L.
Holland is (B.S.
English Ed. &
M.Div.) a visually 

impaired, Filipino American writer
from Pennsylvania. She is an
ordained elder in the Susquehanna
Conference of the United Methodist
Church and the chair of the
Disability Ministry Task Force of the
Susquehanna Conference. Her
writing has appeared in several
small literary journals as well as
Hacking Christianity, United
Methodist Insight, and Keys for
Kids, among others.  She blogs
about faith, books, and disability
awareness at
www.BeckieWrites.com Find her on
Twitter and Instagram
@BeckieWrites.

Read the first chapter for free
on Channillo!

Image Descriptions:
Page 18 - Rebecca wears a red
coat and poses outside a
restaurant at Niagara Falls her
father, aunt, and little brother.
Rebecca is half-Filipino and half
white. Rebecca has learned that it
is the things that make us different
that make us special. Her Filipino-
American heritage and the fact
that she is a woman with a
disability give her a unique outlook
on life. It is this same uniqueness
that defines her voice as a writer.
She hopes to inspire other writers
to share their stories. In this photo,
Rebecca smiles against a scenic
background and daydreams of all
the  stories she will write some
day.
Page 20 (bottom left) - Cinnamon
Rolls & Running Shoes: The cover

http://www.BeckieWrites.com


“Bringing Unity To Our Community”
WRITTEN BY RON GRAHAM

“Bringing unity to our community.” That is the motto of
the Houston Area Visually Impaired Network, also
simply known as HAVIN, and on Saturday, March 30,
that’s exactly what this motivated group of volunteers
did at the University of Houston. The reason was the
non-profit organization’s 8th annual Insight Expo, which
was held at the Health and Biomedical Sciences
Building of the main campus of UH.
 
The event featured a variety of speakers and
workshops, each focused on aspects of daily life as a
visually impaired person, as well as 21 exhibitors who
serve the visually impaired. After the opening remarks,
the event began with an inspiring keynote address from
Sara Freeman-Smith, a visually impaired
Human Resources professional and recruiter, followed
by a presentation on Non-24 Sleep/Wake Disorder, a
sleep disorder particular to the blind. Following this was
a workshop on some of the latest technology and
iPhone apps for the blind. After lunch, there were

two-afternoon workshops to close out the day, one on
tips for accomplishing household tasks with little or no
vision, and a presentation on orientation and mobility,
the two important aspects of independent travel for the
blind.
 
According to Ron Graham, the president of HAVIN, the
grassroots organization is just as its name states, a
network that joins the visually impaired community from
across the greater Houston area. The board of directors
is made up of seven organizations, each with one
member on the board, and there are two advisors, both
professors at the UH College of Optometry. There are
also two additional volunteers who work with the
organization to help plan and organize their work. As a
final kudo, Graham said that the University of Houston’s
Center for Sight Enhancement and the University Eye
Institute, as they have been stalwart supporters of the
group’s programs from its inception.
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Graham said the original foundation of HAVIN was
made up solely of five support groups for the visually
impaired, each serving a different geographical area of
the nation’s fourth-largest city, but with time and
attrition, some groups left and others joined, and “we
decided that if the organization is a non-profit and
serves the blindness community in the Houston area,
then we should include them in what we do.” He added
that most of their board members are either visually
impaired or totally blind.
 
He offered that the organization began simply as a
means of connecting the geographically spread-out
groups by the individual group leaders committing to
work together to plan and host at least one annual event
for their community to bring everybody together in a way
that had never been accomplished. The first Insight
Expo was held in March 2011, and with the exception of
2012, the event has been held each year since then,
each one at UH. In addition to the Insight Expo, they
have also hosted a screening of the documentary film,
“Going Blind,” and also had a Fall Fest as a means of
encouraging social gathering of the visually impaired
community.

Graham said that the original goal of HAVIN was not to
be a non-profit organization, but as the group’s work
evolved, it became clear that becoming a tax-exempt
501 (c)3 entity would be beneficial and the most
effective means to meet our goals.
 
The groups that comprise HAVIN today are Blind
Buddies, the Dan Arnold Center for Vision
Rehabilitation, the Foundation Fighting Blindness, the
Houston Council of the Blind, the National Federation of
the Blind Houston chapter, Visually Impaired Advocates,
and Visually Impaired People of South East Texas.
Some of these organizations are support groups, while
others are local chapters of national organizations.
 
The current HAVIN board members and volunteers are:
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President Ron Graham, Visually Impaired People of
South East Texas
Secretary Stacie Gallegos, National Federation of the
Blind Houston chapter
Treasurer Tamara Traber, Dan Arnold Center for
Visual Rehabilitation support group
1st Vice President Minnie Christal, Visually Impaired
Advocates
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He is encouraging others who would like to emulate this
model to contact him through the following means:
Email: rgraham@cebridge.net
Phone/text: 713-825-9108 (please identify yourself if
texting or leaving a voicemail)
The organization also has a web site at:
www.havintx.org

President Ron Graham, Visually Impaired People of
South East Texas
Secretary Stacie Gallegos, National Federation of the
Blind Houston chapter
Treasurer Tamara Traber, Dan Arnold Center for
Visual Rehabilitation support group
1st Vice President Minnie Christal, Visually Impaired
Advocates
Member at Large Karen Eitel, Houston Council of the
Blind
Member at Large Victoria Hillard, Blind Buddies
Member at Large Naomi Panarella, Foundation
Fighting Blindness
Advisor Dr. Nicole Hooper, OD, Center for Sight
Enhancement, UH College of Optometry
Dr. Swati Modi, OD, Center for Sight Enhancement,
UH College of Optometry
Technology consultant, Raul Gallegos, RGA Tech
Solutions
Volunteer Coordinator Chelsea, Nguyen, CN Vision
Image Consulting, LLC

 
Finally, Graham said the concept that launched HAVIN
is one that could be replicated in any large metropolitan
area where the visually impaired population is spread
out and where distance makes it challenging to unify the
community. He offers the group’s work as a blueprint for
others to follow, demonstrating how a diverse
community can come together for a greater, common
cause. 

mailto:rgraham@cebridge.net
http://www.havintx.org
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Ron Graham Bio: Ron Graham became totally blind at
the age of 31 in a 1993 auto accident, and subsequently
retired from a 13-year career as a Captain with the
Texas Department of Criminal Justice. Following blind
rehabilitation training, he returned to college and
completed his Associates degree in Criminal Justice,
then moved to Houston where he earned his Bachelors
degree in Behavior Psychology, and Masters degree in
Clinical Psychology at the University of Houston-Clear
Lake. He has since worked in postsecondary Disability
services, as an assistive technology trainer to k-12
students, and continues to work as a consultant on
various accessibility projects and trainer on assistive
technology. In 2009, Graham founded the Visually
Impaired People of South East Texas (VIPSET), a
support group for the visually impaired serving the
northeast area of Houston and is still the president of
this group, which meets monthly. In August 2010, he
and five other support group leaders for the visually
impaired from across Houston met and formed the
Houston Area Visually Impaired Network (HAVIN), a
group which has planned and hosted the annual Insight
Expo, a symposium for the visually impaired, at the
University of Houston since 2011. He is the president of
this organization today, which is now a 501(c)(3) non-
profit organization. Graham is also the president of the
Kingwood Lions Club. He lives in Kingwood, Texas with
his wife Mendy and their son Austin.

Group Photo #3 Page 23 (contd.) - Chelsea
Nguyen is standing in the middle.
Photo #4 Page 23 - Conference room view of Liz
Wisecarver doing a presentation and speaking at the
2019 HAVIN Insight Expo in front of a large audience
Photo #5 Page 24 - HAVIN group photo with (Ron’s
wife and son from left to right): Chelsea Nguyen,
Susan Piora (Volunteer on-site nurse for the Insight
Expo), Karen Eitel, Elisa Tovar, Austin Graham, Vikki
Tovar. Back Row left to right: Ron Graham and
Mendy Graham. 
Photo #6 Page 24 - HAVIN Insight Expo 2017 -
group photo with volunteers. Chelsea Nguyen
(Volunteer Coordinator) and Volunteer - Jeremy
Bostic in the center all standing in a group smiling
and making fun hand gestures in front of a red
background and holding their Volunteer Appreciation
Certificates.

Picture #1 Page 21 - header image is the 2019
HAVIN BOD and Members Group Photo. From left to
right starting from the front row then the second back
row: Chelsea Nguyen, Karen Eitel, Sayyida Victoria,
Ron Graham, Stacy Gaillegos, Naomi Panarella.
Second Row starting from the back right to left:
Tamara, Dr.Swati Modi, Dr. Hooper. The black lab
guide dog who is sitting in the front row in front of
everyone and the HAVIN Royal blue and bright
yellow table cover with the HAVIN logo on it is named
Cash. 
Picture #2 Page 22 - HAVIN Members from left to
right: Ron Graham, Chelsea Nguyen and Minnie
Christal. Ron and Minnie are both Board members
and wearing their Royal Blue HAVIN T-shirt’s, name
badges and holding their white canes and we are all
wearing our wallow talkies to be in communication
with the rest of the HAVIN Committee on our Insight
Expo day in 2018. 
Group Photo #3 Page 23 - University of Houston
College of optometry volunteers group photo. 
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INTERVIEW BY VICTORIA CLAIRE

MELISSA
REID

This month I had the pleasure of meeting a fellow
visually impaired (VI) surfer, we are currently the
only 2 female VI surfers in the UK, and Melissa
holds the National and World titles. I first heard
from Melissa through Instagram and have since
become friends with her.  She was the person who
inspired me to enter the Adaptive Surf competition
this year. I will be taking part in the National
competition in Newquay, Cornwall at the end of
June. She also introduced me to the Surf England
coach Andy Joyce. 
 
Surfing is not the only sport in which she has won
championships, she also is a very successful
Triathlete, winning National, European and World
titles and won a bronze medal at the 2016 Rio
Olympics.
 
So it is my absolute pleasure to introduce to you
the inspirational Melissa Reid.
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Paralympic Triathlete and
World Champion Adaptive
Surfer

Introduction:
My name is Melissa Reid, I am 28 years old from
Ponsanooth, Cornwall, UK

How is your sight affected by your visual
impairment?
In the right eye I have no vision at all, not even light
perception, in the left there is about 10 degrees of
peripheral vision, I can see about 6 metres ahead
of me, my reading vision is not particularly brilliant.

When did you find out about your visual
impairment?
My mum realised that there was a problem from birth,
from 3 I had to wear glasses, they didn’t know what
was wrong they just knew that it appeared to be
getting worse, however it began to stabilise as I grew
older, this was from the age of 12, after which, as it 



stabilised, I stopped going to the
doctors as there was nothing
they could do anyway. This
does make it difficult with
regards to classification with my
sport as I don’t have any
records from the age of 12
onwards.
 
How long have you been
surfing?
I had my first surf lesson when I
was 8 and had so much fun, I
then went on to get my first
board and we surfed all
summer, living in Cornwall, right
by the beach, it was easy to
enjoy the water. I also got into
surf lifesaving, which helped
keep myself safe in the water.
Then in my late teens I started
competing, and was performing
pretty well in the female
category and qualified for the
European championships at the
age of 16, unfortunately, at the
time, I did not have the
confidence to go and compete
on my own as a young person
who had never been abroad
before, my parents were unable
to come out with me, my dad is
my coach and has always been
the one who has been right by
my side when I’m training so I
couldn’t envision going without
him. My dad has the most
distinctive voice and as he
would shout instructions to me I
would follow his voice.
 
How did you get involved with
the Surf England adaptive
surf team?
In November 2017, I happened
to be staying at my parents
house for a while and I was
looking through Facebook and I
came across a video of the
adaptive surfing world
championships, this particular 

towards us, the next thing I
knew I was being picked up and
told I’d won, I couldn’t believe it,
I was so elated, it was quite a
shock as we really weren’t
expecting it. This was the first
time a female from the UK had
won a world title for surfing, that
made me feel really proud.
 
What boards do you have in
your quiver?
I have a 5ft 10 rounded pin
shortboard, a 6ft fish board and
a 6ft 8 micro mal, all of these
boards are my go to boards.
 
Where’s your favourite surf
break?
In the UK I quite like Gwithian in
Cornwall and I’ve always surfed
Porthtowan as that's where I
grew up, so they’re the 2 breaks
I’d always head to. International
breaks I think I really enjoyed
Huntingtons, California, even
though I did wipe out quite a lot
and had some nasty face plants
into the water, in fact I even got
a black eye from one! I really
enjoy surfing in Morocco, its one
of my favourite places.
 
What would you say your
style of surfing is?
I would still say I’m in the period
of progression, I can do some
turns but I’d like to be a little
more aggressive in the water, I
think at the moment I’ve still got
that nice relaxed flowing style.
 
How long have you been a
triathlete?
I became a triathlete at the end
of 2011, this was after I was
unable to work on the beach as
a surf lifeguard due to my visual
impairment. After this blow I felt
like I no longer wanted to have
anything to do with the water, I 
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video was of the women's event
and it inspired me to find out about
the National championships which
was being held in Newquay, prior
to this I was unable to be training
and competing as a triathlete due
to a back injury and needed
something to occupy me.
 
How does it feel to be a visually
impaired world champion
surfer?
After initially entering the men's
category I soon discovered that
there was enough women to
create a women's category. After
winning the first heat in the men's
category I then cruised through
the women's heat, I got knocked
out in the semi final of the men's
category and I made it through to
the final of the women's category.
Matt, who is my guide and acts as
a spotter in the water, looks for the
right waves, had been paying
attention to what the judges were
looking for. He watched every
heat prior to the final, the common
denominator seemed to be where
you sat in the water to who won,
and it was everyone who was out
on the far right catching the large
right hand waves. So Matt and I
decided that would be the best
spot to catch the big waves and
give me the best chance of
winning. Out the back in the ocean
you can’t hear much, you have no
idea what the scores are, all I
knew was the Canadian had a
couple of good waves, so you
don’t really know how it’s going in
terms of scores. The waves that I
was catching felt pretty good so
when it was time to paddle in I felt
fairly positive about my
performance but I had no idea if it
was good enough. When we got
into the shore Matt told me he
thought I had won. Apparently all
the English flags were running  



high humidity, somehow we
managed to come second. This
was our first European
championships, so considering
we were pretty new to this I was
really pleased. The next race was
the British championships which
we won and the last race we
needed to do to get funding was
in New Zealand, due to the cold
weather in New Zealand, they cut
the swim to half the distance due
to the temperature of the water,
we came second in that race and
also won the Aquathon which is a
swim and a run. That was
enough to get me onto the team
for funding, the following year I
saw a big difference with funding
the races as I didn’t need to. In
2013 I got a new guide and we
won everything we entered, after
competing in the years ahead we
qualified for RiO 2016.
 
What does it feel like to be a
team Great Britain (GB)
paralympian?
It felt really good to be part of the
GB team, when we won the
bronze it was all a bit of a daze
as after a sprint finish in the run I
passed out and the next thing I
knew I was being asked to get
onto the podium! After Rio I took
some time out to decide if I
wanted to continue, I was racing
but I wasn’t taking it too seriously
and in June 2017 I injured my
back, this turned out to be a
prolapsed disc. After a long
period of intensive rehab I was
able to return to training. This has
made me realise that nothing is
forever, I am now in training for
Tokyo and if I can get there that
will be great, but I am more than
aware that to be an athlete is not
forever and hopefully with the
surfing I can go for a little bit
longer.

 

 

What has been harder, having
sight loss or being an athlete?
For me personally, the triathlon,
because my sight loss was at
such a young age that I was too
young to really know what was
going on, so for me I’ve always
been this way with my sight, my
parents bought me up to survive in
life so it's pretty normal for me,
whereas the triathlon has thrown
more curveballs than the sight
loss has.
 
What message do you hope to
advocate as a successful
visually impaired sports
woman?
I feel I can have more of an impact
in surfing than as a triathlete, its
less limiting and I can influence
youngsters, women and visually
impaired people coming into the
sport, I would like to make the
sport grow and get more people in
the water. My advocacy to those
with sight loss is that you can do
everything that other people with
sight can do by being adaptive
and figuring it out your own way
and going with what works for you.

didn’t want to talk about surfing,
I didn’t want to talk about
lifesaving and I didn’t want
anything to do with anyone
involved. Back in 2008 I had
already done some triathlon
coaching and Loughborough
University offered me a
scholarship, however I wasn’t
interested in pursuing this at
that time, however, this is what
got me thinking about the
triathlon after having to give up
surf lifeguarding, I could swim
and I used to cycle to college so
all I needed to do was run. We
applied to compete in a race,
unfortunately it didn’t go to plan
as they didn’t tell me I needed to
be classified, I wasn’t allowed to
race, so instead I had to enter
the open race, this meant I had
to swim, cycle and run on my
own and they would take my
swim and run time. From this I
gained the wildcard entry for
London, this was an
international race, I had to find a
guide to race on the tandem
bike so we looked up the 3
fastest female cyclists and then
asked one of them if she would
be my guide and we entered the
international race and came in
second. I then got onto the
Loughborough program of
performance however this was
self funded, this meant I had to
find the funding and equipment
myself, they supplied the race
suit but that was it. This was
now going into 2012, one of the
first races was in Israel so we
borrowed a bike from a local
bike shop, it was a touring
tandem, they kindly stripped it
down and turned it into a more
suitable road bike, we funded
the trip to Israel. It was a really
hard race, the heat was so
intense at 36 degrees, the run
was the hardest part in such 
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About the Author:
 Victoria Claire is a
registered blind
Professional Artist
in Contemporary
Sculpture, Public

Speaker, Retina UK Ambassador,
Writer, Musician, Sight loss Mentor,
and Advocate. Based in the UK her
artistic career spans 25 years, her
work is owned all over the
world and she has had many solo
exhibitions in the UK including
Central London. Speaking as an
inspirational speaker all around the
world, she shares her journey of
sight loss and the beauty within
blindness, proving that with a
positive mindset, an openness to
adaptivity and accessibility a
wonderful life is there for the taking,
full of success, achievement, and
joy.
 
To find out more about Victoria
please visit:
www.victoriaclaire-
beyondvision.com or
www.victoriaclairesculpture.com

To find out more about Melissa
please visit:
Website: www.melissareid.org.uk
Facebook: @melissareidGB
Instagram: @melissareidgb
Twitter: @ReidMelissa
 
Image Descriptions:
Page 25 - Melissa in her biking
gear is racing on her bike. 
Page 27 - Melissa is on the
shoulders of a couple of people in
a crowd after a surfing win.
Several people are holding
English flags and are waving their
arms
Page 28 - Melissa is riding a wave
on her surfboard.

Author bio photo: smaller circular
bio photo shows Victoria sitting,
leaning forward, looking directly at
the camera. Her straight blond
hair parted in the middle frames
her face. Wearing minimal
makeup she is stunning with pink
frosted lip color and is wearing a
sleeveless black dress with a
keyhole neckline.

Apparently all
the English
flags were

running
towards us, the

next thing I
knew I was

being picked
up and told I’d
won, I couldn’t
believe it, I was

so elated, it
was quite a
shock as we
really weren’t
expecting it.

http://www.victoriaclaire-beyondvision.com
http://www.victoriaclaire-beyondvision.com
http://www.victoriaclaire-beyondvision.com
http://www.victoriaclairesculpture.com
http://www.melissareid.org.uk


MEDIA
REVIEW

There's something “Special” about 
the TV show, “In The Dark”

With the recent release of the TV
shows “Special” and “In The Dark,”
there are two new lead characters
with disabilities on television. That
alone is a reason enough to throw a
disability pride parade. The fact that
“Special” is written and stars Ryan
O’Connell, an ACTUAL person with a
disability seems rather miraculous.
Murphy, the lead character of “In The
Dark’, is a person with a vision
disability but the actress, Perry
Mattfield, herself is not blind. A
secondary character, the daughter of
a police detective who is in fact blind,
helps give “In The Dark” some
authenticity.

Ryan’s character in “Special”, is a
naïve, young, inexperienced,
overprotected gay man with cerebral
palsy. In this series, we see him
push himself to have new
experiences. He struggles to get a
job, move out and has his first sexual
experience. Ryan had an encounter
with a car that knocked him down
and hurt his elbow. In explaining this,
his coworkers misconstrue how he
became disabled. It seems getting hit
by a car is a more desirable
circumstance than having cerebral
palsy, so he adopts this new
identity.This is all relatable. When I
was president of a students with

disabilities group, there were some
very naive and overprotected young
adults. We also had discussions
about how those of us who had
congenital or autoimmune disabilities
had much less dramatic backstories
to those of us who had cliff diving
accidents or rock climbing missteps.
There is a thread throughout the
show about Ryan’s inner conflict to
reconcile his true identity.
 
“Special” is available on Netflix. It
has high production values and
features some very adult sex scenes.
It is also very, very, funny. It is
getting high praise from established 

Arts & Inclusion

BY CATHERINE BOLDT
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TV critics. It is breaking ground by having a gay person with a disability tell their own story. The disability

community can admire the work that the LGBTQ community has done to advocate for representation in

fictional productions. I learned their phrase “Gay For Pay” where a straight actor would play a gay role. I have

come up with a phrase of our own to describe when abled actors play disabled parts, I call that ”Crippled For

Cash”. To be inclusive, we can also add “Deaf For Dollars,” “Blind For Bucks,” “Pesos for Palsy,” and “Payola

for Paralysis." Please feel free to come up with your own formula to suit your own personal identity.

 

“Blind for Bucks” is the way the CW went with “In the Dark.” Perry Mattfield plays Murphy, a disengaged,

rebellious woman who is blind. She was mugged and badly beaten. She uses her circumstances to withdraw

from the world, drinking and having anonymous sex. According to the producers, the CW approached 29

agencies for people who are blind looking for someone who could play Murphy. They settled on the sighted

and impossibly beautiful actor Perry Mattfield, stating that she was the best actor for the role. We are led to

believe that Murphy’s beauty is an irresistible magnet that draws men in. The fact that she is blind does not

seem to intimidate the men she encounters at all. Her beauty also seems to counteract her belligerence and

her aloofness, as well.

 

I am happy that there is an unconventional portrayal of a woman who is blind, but something seems

inauthentic about it. Because it is on the CW network, there is something cheesy about this show as there is

always something cheesy about any CW show. The press materials say this show is a drama/comedy. With

“Special,”,I am very certain about what is supposed to be funny. With “In The Dark,” it is more elusive as to

what I’m supposed to laugh about. I was very happy that “Special” was on Netflix and is experimenting with

format, making this the first show with 15-minute long episodes. I binge-watched “Special” in one sitting and it

left me wanting more. “In The Dark” is only a few episodes in and I am already starting to lose interest in the

mystery of who killed Murphy’s friend, Tyson. Yes, I will continue to watch, as some representation of people

with disabilities on TV is better than none.

 

One very pertinent fact about "In The Dark” is that it is the only CW show that has Descriptive Audio available.

This seems to be one of the weaker points of the ADA. Lesser networks are not obligated to be fully

accessible. I think that anyone reading this should take time to write to the CW and praise them for offering

Descriptive Audio with this show. Let them know we are out there and watching. So much of our advocacy

work involves complaints. Let’s send “In The Dark” some love and perhaps include that we would watch more

shows on the CW network if they had more accessible features. You shouldn’t actually mention how all their

shows are a “little bit cheesy.” That’s only my opinion.

accessible tours at Taliesin, Frank Lloyd Wright's Estate.
She is a past President of The Canadian Research
Institute For The Advancement of Women, where she
presided over an International Conference on Women
with Disabilities and initiated a national essay contest
and book called "That Body Image Thing".

About the Author: 
Catherine Boldt has spent her adult life
being a disability advocate. She is a
designer and works in the Education
Outreach Department and provides

Image Descriptions: 
Page 29 (header) a black & white close up
of a tv remote control.
Page 30 circular bio photo of Author,
Catherine Boldt. Catherine looks fabulous
in a geometric print dress in varying
shades of purple and topped with a pink
cropped cardigan. Her red hair is shoulder
length with bangs and her lip color
coordinates perfectly with her outfit. She is
posing with color coordinated canes.
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THE JOY OF NATURE: 
NATIONAL PARKS 
AND SENSORY GARDENS

Spring is a gorgeous time for the senses.
Through the eyes it's nice to see many
colours from all sort of flowers and the
beautiful wings of the butterflies. But what
about the other senses? During my last trip,
I have experienced to be in a National Park
and a Sensory Garden in Spain.
 
The Cíes Islands are a natural paradise in
Galicia, Spain, concretely in the Vigo’s
estuary that forms an impressive Marine-
Terrestrial Natural Park. It is one of the
country’s most beautiful places, which is the
reason why the Romans named them the
islands of the gods.
 
The archipelago Cíes Islands is made up of
three islands: Monteagudo island, Do Faro
island and San Martiño island. The first two

B Y  B E A T R I Z  G A R C Í A  M A R T Í N
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are joined by the beach Playa de
Rodas, which has been awarded the
title of “The Best Beach in the World”
by the renowned British newspaper
“The Guardian”, and a natural
breakwater. The islands were
declared part of the Atlantic Islands
National Park in 2002 and now it is a
UNESCO World Heritage candidate.
 
The Cíes Islands offer to visitors an
excellent tour in a highly protected
area for maximum enjoyment of
nature, birds sightseeing and baths in
crystalline waters. The only way to
get to the islands is by boat in around
45 minutes. The islands are
accessible; as a visitor with a
disability, you can ask for information
in Braille, help from volunteers, a
special wheelchair for hiking, an
amphibious chair, a pair of
amphibious crutches, among others.
Public transport there is also
accessible.
 
Another great place to visit in Vigo is
the Sensory Garden of the Museum
Quiñones de León. This garden was
awarded by its accessibility due to a
sensory walk. Blind and visually
impaired people can enjoy the
garden through tactile and olfactory
stimuli. The sound of the water, the
fountains, the smell of the flowers,
the smell of the eucalyptus trees and
the birds chirping were my favourite
part of my experience in this Sensory
Garden. 
 
Personally, I love to go to gardens
and I see how important is the
accessibility in such a peaceful place
full of stimuli. It is not very common
to find urban parks designed to enjoy
the stimuli and a sensory garden is a
great example of accessibility for
blind and visually impaired people
and also is a way to create a multi-
sensory experience for all.

 
 
 
 
 
places. She holds a master's degree
in Communication and works on an
entrepreneurial project selling dolls
online. Losing her sight due to
Retinitis Pigmentosa, she chooses to
enjoy and share her passion for
traveling now. You can follow her
adventures in theblindcanegirl.com.
 
Image Descriptions: Page 31 - 1)
Header image is Playa de Rodas
named “The Best Beach in the
World” by The Guardian in Cíes
Islands. The contrast of the crystal
blue water against the white sand
dotted with grassy patches is
spectacular and mirrors the blue sky
with puffy white clouds. 2) A Camellia
lined pathway at the Sensory
Garden. 3) Cíes Islands panoramic
view from the top of the island Do
Faro.
Page 32 - 1) Sensory garden general
view with lush green grass and
colorful shrubs and trees. 2)
Crystalline water of the Rodas beach.
3) Sensory garden scale model for
ducks
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The islands are

accessible; as a visitor

with a disability, you can

ask for information in

Braille, help from

volunteers, a special

wheelchair for hiking, an

amphibious chair, a pair

of amphibious crutches,

among others.

About the Author:
Beatriz is a visually
impaired woman and
a travel blogger who
loves to explore new 

http://www.theblindcanegirl.com/


HANDS-FREE 
CCTV MAGNIFIER
USING YOUR
PHONE OR TABLET!

Assistive technology for the blind and visually impaired can
be quite expensive. From the hundreds, to thousands- it is
simply not affordable for most people. While there are
agencies and organizations that can help, they don’t always
have the budget or means.
 
This has always been a struggle for many who have low
vision, especially when it comes to electronic video
magnifiers, or  “CCTV’s”. Some tabletop models can reach
up to $5,000 and even higher. 
 
But what if you could turn a mobile device you most likely use
on a daily basis into an electronic video magnifier for right
around $20?
 
The Tyrone Gooseneck Stand can do just that! It clamps onto
a table, countertop, or any furniture that it can hold on to. 

You can put your phone or tablet in the spring-loaded
holder and position the gooseneck into the best position
for your vision.
 
Then use a magnifier app such as WeZoom (free for
Android) or use the free built-in magnifier for
iPhones/iPads and you are ready to have a CCTV-like
experience for a fraction of the price.
 
This can also serve as a holder when you are using OCR
technology to convert pictures to text. You can also use it
to watch movies or shows without having to hold your
phone.
 
Portability is another benefit. Just clamp it somewhere in
another room or even take it with you when your travel.
There are so many possibilities!

BY CARRIE MORALES
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About the Author: Carrie Morales
was born legally blind with aniridia
(complete or partial absence of the
iris) and glaucoma. She used to
work at a Low Vision Center, giving

demos and helping clients find the right assistive
tools and technology.
 
Now, she has a website (www.liveaccessible.com)
and youtube channel dedicated to helping people
“Live Accessible”. With her husband who is totally
blind, they want to share the message that
“Blindness or low vision does not limit or define you”.

http://www.liveaccessible.com


CLOSING REMARKS

Chelsea & Stephanae

Today represents a milestone for CAPTIVATING! 
 
Can you believe it’s been 6 months since we started this
endeavor? It’s true, we are halfway through our first year
and cannot believe how fortunate we are to have met so
many incredible people. 
 
Looking back, it all began with an idea between Chelsea
and me that evolved into a miraculous venture.
Collaborating with talented, passionate, great minds who
share the common mission of providing an accessible,
digital lifestyle magazine to world is a miracle. An
interesting observation: our small team of volunteers are a
diverse group of beautiful people who span age, race, sex,
ethnicities, abilities, and backgrounds—we mirror a world
we desire. Uniting abled and disabled people by respecting
our unique viewpoints while embracing and celebrating our
differences is extraordinary.

COMPASSION,

AWARENESS & EMPATHY
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Giving a voice to our featured guests who share their
stories with us at CAPTIVATING! and the world at large
spreads awareness which is the beginning of real change.
Our guests courageously demonstrate that while living life
with a disability, may be different, it is treasured and
fulfilling. Each of our guests have made a conscious choice
to thrive with their disabilities and make no mistake, they
are changing the world!
 
None of this would be possible without you, our readers
and followers and we are so excited to have you join us on
the ride to making the world a more inclusive environment. 
 
We invite you to submit questions, articles, and ideas to
editor@captivatingmagazine.com or through our website at
www.captivatingmagazine.com.
 
 

CAPTIVATING! "The power and possibilities of inclusion are limitless"

mailto:editor@captivatingmagazine.com
http://www.captivatingmagazine.com
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